Correlations between species richness and climate suggest non-random occupation of environmental space and niche evolution through time. However, the evolutionary mechanisms involved remain unresolved. Here, we partition the occupation of environmental space into intra-and inter-clade components to differentiate a model based on pure conservation of ancestral niches with higher diversification rates in the tropics, and an adaptive radiation model based on shifts in adaptive peaks at the family level allowing occupation of temperate regions. We examined these mechanisms using within-and among-family skewness components based on centroids of 3560 New World bird species across four environmental variables. We found that the accumulation of species in the tropics is a result of both processes. The components of adaptive radiation have family level skewness of species' distributions strongly structured in space, but not phylogenetically, according to the integrated analyses of spatial filters and phylogenetic eigenvectors. Moreover, stronger radiation components were found for energy variables, which are often used to argue for direct climatic effects on diversity. Thus, the correspondence between diversity and climate may be due to the conservation of ancestral tropical niches coupled with repeated broad shifts in adaptive peaks during birds' evolutionary history more than by higher diversification rates driven by more energy in the tropics.
INTRODUCTION
The existence of geographical gradients in species richness, and the consequent skewed distribution of richness towards the tropics, is one of the bestdocumented ecological patterns (Hawkins 2001; Whittaker et al. 2001; Willig et al. 2003; Orme et al. 2005) , and it suggests that the occupation of environmental space and niche evolution throughout time have not been random (Davies et al. 2005) . Richness is well known to be correlated with climate (Hawkins et al. 2003a ), but such correlations, however strong, do not by themselves reveal the evolutionary processes that must influence biodiversity patterns (Ricklefs 2004) .
The accumulation of species in the tropics suggests variation in diversification rates (the difference between speciation and extinction rates) along environmental gradients. For example, the tropics may be richer owing to higher diversification rates because more available energy in warm climates buffers extinctions and allows higher population persistence, shorter generation times, higher mutation rates or faster physiological processes (Willig et al. 2003) . Alternatively, phylogenetic niche conservatism (Wiens 2004; Wiens & Donoghue 2004; Wiens & Graham 2005) proposes that once an ancestral species appears in a given environment, descendants will tend to 'inherit' this niche, creating a bias in the occupation of environmental space by clades. If most ancestral clades arose in the tropics, niche conservatism will cause species to accumulate there.
Since the relative position of a species in the environmental space (e.g. its bioclimatic envelope) can be thought of as a species-level quantitative trait, we propose that it is possible to evaluate these historical components using analytical methods developed to examine macroevolutionary trends (McShea 1994 (McShea , 1996 Gould 2002 ). This approach has been used to evaluate patterns in body size evolution and other quantitative traits (Maurer 1998; Maurer et al. 1992) , but it has not been used to understand the patterns of occupation of environmental space and, consequently, as a tool to test the relative roles of alternative historical hypotheses developed to explain why there are more species in the tropics (Ricklefs 2004; Currie et al. 2004) .
There are two basic macroevolutionary processes that can define the latitudinal richness gradient of a group of organisms. First, diversification rates in tropical regions may be higher (owing to higher speciation and/or lower extinction) across all clades comprising a large taxonomic group. Under this process, all the clades will have a similarly skewed distribution towards this region (figure 1a). High diversification rates may occur, because increasing productivity in tropical regions buffers extinction or because high levels of available energy accelerate speciation. These non-mutually exclusive mechanisms would generate a common spatial pattern in richness, and both can be characterized by a single 'tropical attractor', leading to an accumulation of species across all clades there. Thus, adaptation to non-tropical conditions is a process operating at relatively low-hierarchical levels (populations, species or eventually small and 'young' clades), and shifts towards temperate regions will occur independently within clades under a strong species-level niche conservatism process (Wiens & Donoghue 2004) . Even when some groups of species, or subclades, occupy regions in a more extreme part of the environmental space (i.e. the temperate zone), higher diversification rates in tropical conditions will generate a skewed distribution of species' centroids.
Alternatively, the differential occupation of tropical space may not be generated by hierarchically lower-level shifts in all clades, but instead by a shift of one or more ancestral species to the temperate zone, followed by adaptive radiation centred at the new ecological position. After the initial colonization of the extra-tropics, niche conservatism would generate a Gaussian distribution of the derived species forming a new clade around this new peak. An overall skewed distribution towards the tropics would then be a consequence of an ancestral (tropical) condition, in which new adaptive peaks (i.e. clade centres) tend to appear more frequently near the overall ancestral tropical peak. But the distribution of species' centroids in the environmental space within these new clades would be skewed only if the new peak is close to the ancestral environmental conditions, owing to a lack of conditions more extreme than the ancestral ones (nothing is more tropical than the tropics). However, as long as a new peak originates at a large 'distance' from the ancestral conditions in the environmental space, adaptive radiation occurs and gives rise to new species following a Gaussian distribution around this new adaptive peak (figure 1b).
The latter process can explain richness gradients if most extant vertebrate families arose in the warm and wet climates of the Cretaceous-Eocene (i.e. in a particular region of the environmental space; see Wiens & Donoghue 2004) . Thus, diversification leading to the occupation of newly created temperate environments generated by Oligocene-Miocene cooling in these regions (Wilf et al. 2003; McKenna & Farrell 2006) would occur by broad shifts in adaptive peaks of specific lineages and not by the independent adaptation of species to the new conditions within all lineages. Thus, the ancestral species that shifted in the environmental space will give rise to entire lineages whose new species have niches normally distributed around the new adaptive peak (Schluter 2000) . Thus, the distribution of species in the environmental space would be a consequence of largescale processes at higher clade levels, characterized by a skewed distribution of adaptive peaks themselves (i.e. clade means) and not by the skewed distribution of all species within these clades generated by a higher intrinsic rate of tropical diversification.
This allows us to partition the evolutionary trend underlying the occupation of the temperate zone into inter-clade (adaptive radiation in a subset of clades outside of ancestral conditions) and intra-clade processes (tropically biased diversification in all clades). Of course, these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and, indeed, we might expect both to be operating. In the context of the latitudinal diversity gradient, we can evaluate this by quantifying how much variation along the environmental space can be explained by the higher rates of tropical diversification of all clades in the tropics versus the variation explained by the appearance of new clades in the temperate zone, followed by their adaptive radiation to these new conditions.
Birds represent an excellent model group to test these ideas, as they have a well-documented latitudinal diversity gradient, with most species occurring in the wet tropics, and numerous ecological and historical mechanisms have been proposed to explain their richness gradient (Rahbek & Graves 2001; Jetz & Rahbek 2002; Hawkins et al. 2003b; Orme et al. 2005) . Here, we used New World birds to partition the distribution of species' centroids into components of skewness, allowing us to quantify the relative roles of inter-and intra-clade diversification processes generating richness gradients. Simulations of these two processes of temperate region occupation along the defined environmental space are used to assess the power of the method used to detect these macroevolutionary components of diversification. Differential occupation of environmental space could reflect adaptive radiation giving rise to clades situated at a given 'distance' from the groupwide ancestral peak, after which adaptation will position the species following a Gaussian distribution around the new adaptive peaks. ), defined as the total weight of carbon produced by plants per unit time; (iii) mean annual temperature (TEMP, in 8C); and (iv) range in elevation (RELEV, in m; see Hawkins et al. 2003a Hawkins et al. ,b, 2005 .
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Species' centroids in each environmental variable were obtained by averaging the values of these environmental data for those cells in which species is present. We followed Maurer (1998) and only families with more than 20 species were conservatively included in the analyses. Families were defined taxonomically according to Sibley & Monroe (1990) .
(b) The analysis of skewness The test of the alternative diversification models starts by evaluating the skewness of the statistical distribution of the coordinates of 3650 species' centroids along the four environmental variables (AET, TEMP, NPP and RELEV ). The skewness of a distribution is measured by the coefficient g 1 , given as
where Y j is the quantitative variable of interest (i.e. the species' centroid along one of the environmental dimensions) for the j th species; Y , the mean across all n species; and s 3 , the cube of the standard deviation. A positive value of g 1 indicates skewness to the right, a negative value skewness to the left, whereas g 1 Z0 indicates a normal distribution.
Here, we used a more complex model, called analysis of skewness (ANSKEW hereafter; Wang 2001) , to partition variation in skewness within families, between families and a heteroscedasticity component, along species' centroids for each environmental variable. These components quantify the proportion of variation in skewness within and between families that can distinguish between tropical diversification within clades and adaptive radiation across clades. ANSKEW is an improved form of McShea's subclade test (McShea 1994 (McShea , 1996 Maurer 1998 ) that allows a quantitative evaluation of the so-called 'passive' and 'driven' trends explaining macroevolutionary patterns (which are associated here with adaptive radiation and biased tropical diversification models, respectively).
More formally, ANSKEW allows partitioning of the skewness into components defined by different sources of variation, analogous to an analysis of variance. The total skewness (SCT) of a variable (i.e. coordinates of species' centroids in the environmental space) is then given by
where Y ij is the quantitative variable of interest (i.e. the species' centroid along a environmental dimension) for the j th species in the i th clade (bird family); and Y , the mean among all species and clades (the grand mean). This SCT is analogous to the g 1 coefficient described above. However, it is also possible to partition this SCT into between-(SCB) and within-clade (SCW) skewness by
where Y i is the mean of the i th clade. There is also a heteroscedasticity component (SCH) given by
SCH combines variability of the i th clade about the mean (the second term of SCH), weighted by the 'distance' to the overall mean (the first term of SCH). Thus, SCH will be large when clades in the tail of the overall distribution are more variable than clades close to the grand mean. For example, in our analyses, this component was low for NPP, which explains why it has a higher active component in relation to energy variables (AET and TEMP; discussed in §3).
In general, SCB, SCW and SCH can be expressed as proportions of SCT. A driven trend (i.e. tropical diversification) would be characterized by a high SCW relative value, since the overall skewness is largely determined by withinclade processes. Since ANSKEW was developed for rightskewed traits and our environmental variables were usually left-skewed, species' centroids were multiplied by K1 prior to the ANSKEW (except for ELEV; figure 2).
(c) Simulations and statistical tests of analysis of skewness In a purely statistical framework, if species' positions in the environmental space are randomized with respect to clades, SCW relative values (i.e. SCW/SCT) will approach 1.0, since SCT will be due entirely to within-clade variation. Thus, we first used 10 000 bootstrap samples to obtain a confidence interval around components, assuming that all evolution is due to individual species' adaptive responses in the environmental space, governed by a tropical attractor. The null statistical hypothesis being tested is then the absence of adaptive radiation outside tropical conditions along a given environmental condition. In this case, the expected driven component in ANSKEW, corresponding to the purely tropical diversification model, would be 1.0.
On the other hand, previous papers on macroevolutionary dynamics (McShea 1994; Wang 2001) have argued that passive trends should be viewed as a null model against which the driven trends must be tested. Consequently, the expected component of tropical diversification model would be close to zero, exactly the opposite to what is found using a purely statistical bootstrapping strategy in ANSKEW. Therefore, it is necessary to devise an evolutionary scenario that generates null expectations of ANSKEW components by defining how adaptive peaks (i.e. clade means) move in the environmental space through time. The idea is to define the overall expectations of SCB, SCH and SCW under a more realistic null evolutionary model that captures the basic features of the theoretical processes of diversification previously discussed.
The simple model used (Maurer et al. 1992; McShea 1998) can be viewed initially as an approximation of passive occupation of environmental space under an adaptive radiation model. For each bird family, we simulated the distribution of species' centroids in a one-dimensional environmental space, with a minimum boundary at zero and increasing towards infinity (but in practice limited by the parameters of the simulation, usually creating environmental spaces ranging from 0 to 1.0). The ancestral species arises in a variable position along this space and by cladogenesis (using a punctuated equilibrium model; see Maurer et al. 1992) gives rise to a new species whose environmental centroid is at a given distance away in this space. At each time-step, this distance is obtained as a number chosen from a random distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.1. The relationship between the average distance and the length of the environmental space can be viewed as a 'species level' heritability of the environmental centroid (see Jablonski 1987; Hunt et al. 2005; Diniz-Filho 2004 ; but see Webb & Gaston 2004) , and increasing the variance of this distribution will only increase the total length of occupation of the environmental space. This shift in space is, in principle, completely random in direction, thus species can shift upward or downward along the environmental space (i.e. there is no diversification bias towards the tropics). However, if the value of the new species lies below the zero boundary, it will assume the ancestral condition of the clade (the barrier is not defined here as an absorbing state, but as a reflecting state favouring strong niche conservatism). For a new family, the new ancestral centroid can appear anywhere within the limits of the environmental space previously occupied by all other species.
Thus, we varied two parameters in this model: (i) the position of the ancestral species in relation to the ancestral barrier, ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 (a little less than half of the maximum practical occupation of the environmental space); and (ii) the probability of direction of the shift in the environmental space, called here 'tropical bias' (TB) parameter. If TBZ0.5, new species can increase or decrease their values in the environmental space with respect to the clade, whereas higher values of TB indicate that the probability of increase will be greater than the probability of decreasing values. Thus, if we assume arbitrarily that higher values in space state indicate tropical conditions (as in the real data), values of TB larger than 0.5 will create the tropical diversification model, in which the tropical conditions can be interpreted as a diversification attractor in the space state, generating higher speciation rates.
Average ANSKEW components were then calculated for each of the 500 simulations generated for different combinations of these parameters, using the same sample sizes as the real data (3650 species unevenly distributed into 33 families). We then mapped the upper 95% limit for the passive component of ANSKEW in the parameter space tested. (d) Understanding analysis of skewness in the context of latitudinal richness gradients The magnitude of the ANSKEW components determines the relative roles of tropical diversification (the driven trend) and adaptive radiation (the passive trend) generating accumulation of species in tropical regions. However, beyond that, it is also important to understand how the adaptive radiation component (the among-family component) is structured in bird families along the different environmental dimensions. Thus, we evaluated spatial and phylogenetic patterns in the g 1 coefficients of each family along each environmental variable, using an integrated analytical strategy combining two different methods that are based on extracting eigenvectors from spatial and phylogenetic distance matrices. Spatial patterns in g 1 were investigated using a principal coordinate analysis of neighbour matrix (PCNM; see Borcard & Legendre 2002; Borcard et al. 2004; Diniz-Filho & Bini 2005; Dray et al. 2006) , which is based on extracting eigenvectors from a truncated geographical distance matrix (in km) among family centroids, given by the spatial midpoint of the species' ranges within each family. These eigenvectors describe spatial structures in data and can be used as predictors in a multiple regression framework to quantify the magnitude of spatial patterns in g 1 for each family.
On the other hand, phylogenetic patterns were evaluated using a technique analogous to PCNM, called phylogenetic eigenvector regression (PVR; Diniz-Filho et al. 1998). Eigenvectors of a phylogenetic distance matrix among the bird families were also extracted and used as predictors in a multiple regression, in which g 1 is the response variable. Phylogenetic distances were computed based on Sibley & Ahlquist's (1990) 'tapestry' phylogeny based on DNA hybridization, with branch lengths expressed by DT 50 H units (see Bennett & Owens (2002) for a recent discussion on using this phylogeny in bird comparative analyses). Owing to the recent advances in bird phylogenetic reconstruction, we also repeated PVR based on a combined phylogeny fusing Sibley & Ahlquist's (1990) phylogeny for non-passerines and a phylogeny for passerines based on nuclear genes RAG-1 and RAG-2 (Barker et al. 2004; see Hawkins et al. (2005 see Hawkins et al. ( , 2006 for details on using and comparing results for these alternative phylogenies in biogeographical analyses of New World birds).
An integrated spatial and phylogenetic ANSKEW pattern along bird families is then possible, because eigenvectors obtained in PCNM and PVR can be used simultaneously as predictors in a multiple regression model that considers g 1 for each environmental dimension in different bird families as a response variable. Partial regressions (see Legendre & Legendre 1998; Desdevises et al. 2003; Hawkins et al. 2003b) were used to quantify phylogenetic and spatial effects on skewness, in addition to their interaction. For each environmental variable, the unexplained variation in g 1 (d ) is given by: 1-R 2 Total , where R 2 Total is the coefficient of determination of the regression with both spatial and phylogenetic eigenvectors (resulting in component aCbCc), where the effects of the space (aCb) and phylogeny (bCc) are given by the R 2 from the regressions which consider only the spatial and phylogenetic eigenvectors as predictors, respectively. The comparison of these three components allows us to estimate the unique effects of space (a) and phylogeny (c) on skewness. The component (b) can be interpreted as the portion of the variance in g 1 sharing common spatial and phylogenetic structures.
RESULTS
The distribution of the species' centroids along environmental space defined by four variables is skewed, with peaks in the tropics (i.e. in areas of high productivity and temperatures) and in regions with moderately low ranges in elevation (figure 2). The distribution with respect to AET is multimodal but also skewed, with more species in warm, wet climates. The ANSKEW components indicate that diversity arises from a balance between tropical diversification and adaptive radiation (table 1) . Adaptive radiation into extra-tropical environments (i.e. cool or less productive areas) explains on average 38% of the variation of species' positions in niche space, although there is wide variation among the four environmental variables. The values were greater than 50% along water-energy and temperature gradients (AET and TEMP), but only 29% along the productivity gradient (NPP). This is also consistent with displacement by adaptive radiation towards temperate regions, since the ANSKEW component for latitudinal centroids of the species is also very high, around 82% (but with a high heteroscedasticity component of 62%). On the other hand, range in elevation, which describes deviations from warm environments at higher altitudes, shows the lowest level of adaptive radiation. Net primary productivity possesses a relatively high between-family skewness component, consistent with the adaptive radiation of entire families, but the overall radiation component is low because the families tend to be less variable along this environmental dimension when compared with variation along the other climate variables.
Simulation analyses support the ability of ANSKEW to partition the two components of diversification (figure 3). Under a pure passive process of adaptive radiation towards the temperate zone starting with tropical ancestors, the ANSKEW component would rarely be lower than 75%, even under a very restricted ancestral condition. Thus, even the highest adaptive radiation component of ANSKEW found for birds (ca 56% for variation of species' centroids on the temperature axis) is much lower than critical limits of our simulations under a pure adaptive radiation process. This supports the conclusion that TB has a significant role in the latitudinal gradient. Actually, increasing the tropical diversification parameter in the simulation from 0.5 (pure adaptive radiation) to 0.9 (a large bias towards tropical diversification) decreases this critical level to ca 45%, although this limit is also slightly affected by the position of the ancestral species in the environmental space ( figure 3b) .
Evaluation of spatial and phylogenetic patterns in skewness among families was based on a combination of PCNM and PVR, and five and three eigenvectors were extracted from spatial and phylogenetic distance matrices, respectively, based on broken-stick distribution of eigenvalues. PCNM revealed that there are strong spatial effects in three of the four environmental dimensions, with R 2 higher than 60% for AET, NPP and temperature (table 2) . Families whose geographical midpoints are more tropical tend to have more skewed distributions of species' centroids than temperate families, which tend to have more Gaussian (or even negatively skewed) distributions ( figure 4a-c) . However, range in elevation does not closely follow this pattern (figure 4c ), with a relatively low spatial pattern and a R 2 of 0.316 ( pZ0.056). On the other hand, phylogenetic components obtained from PVR based on Sibley & Ahlquist's (1990) phylogeny were usually very low for all environmental dimensions, with the minor exception of range in elevation (table 2) . This suggests that adaptive radiation towards temperate zone starting from tropical ancestrals has occurred multiple times and independently within different clades, although the adaptive radiation component for changes in elevational range was slightly structured in phylogeny. The results from PVR based on the combination of Sibley & Ahlquist (1990) and Barker et al. (2004) phylogenies were qualitatively identical.
Partial regressions showed that these spatial and phylogenetic components were independent from each other (table 2) , with a relatively small interaction between them (component b). The components of spatial variation in g 1 alone are much higher than phylogenetic components for all environmental dimensions, except for range in elevation.
DISCUSSION
The balance between biased tropical diversification and adaptive radiation probably explains why it has been difficult to test historical scenarios using direct comparisons of evolutionary rates (Bromham & Cardillo 2003) . Attempts to quantify upward-biased speciation rates in the tropics have generated contradictory results, despite the plausibility of historical processes and differential diversification rates as an explanation for the latitudinal Table 2 . Coefficients of determination of regression models of g 1 on spatial predictors (R diversity gradient (Ricklefs 2004; Currie et al. 2004) . However, no difference between diversification rates of temperate and tropical birds along the energy gradients is expected if species richness along this environmental dimension has a relatively high adaptive radiation component. On the other hand, heterogeneous rates of molecular evolution recently found between tropical and temperate species (Cardillo et al. 2005) are indeed expected along environmental dimensions with a relatively low adaptive radiation component, such as in the case of NPP and range in elevation. Range in elevation, which describes deviations from warmer environments at higher altitudes within both the temperate zone and the tropics, shows the lowest level of adaptive radiation. This indicates that adaptation to higher altitudes involves species-specific processes of directional selection driving species, or eventually genera, of multiple clades (families) out of overall ancestral conditions (lowlands), whereas broad shifts in adaptive peaks at higher hierarchical levels may be more common with respect to energy inputs. This high component of driven diversification in mountains is indeed expected if we consider, for example, that geological events associated with the origin of the Andes generated diversification in multiple clades, and the region is characterized by a large number of small-ranged, endemic species . Despite this, even the small adaptive radiation component towards higher mountains has a low but significant phylogenetic component, indicating that this preferentially occurred in some closely related (table 2) .
families, such as more recent passerines families that diversified in the Andean region (Barker et al. 2004) . It is also important to note that these patterns make sense if we track the space-time variation in skewness variation among families, which can help us understand the processes underlying clade dynamics. Since adaptive radiation involves clade-scale shifts in adaptive peaks towards temperate regions, skewness coefficients of families should possess a strong spatial component. As expected, we found strong correlations between skewness coefficients and latitude in three of the four environmental dimensions, indicating that families whose geographical midpoints are more tropical have more left-skewed distributions of species' centroids, whereas more temperate families (especially in the Northern Hemisphere) have more Gaussian (or even negatively skewed) distributions. That skewness with respect to range in elevation shows a weaker geographical component is not unexpected, since mountains occur at all latitudes in the New World, and diversification is not strongly associated with diversification by adaptive radiation. Thus, variation in skewness of environmental variables with a higher adaptive radiation component is more strongly spatially structured than those with a stronger TB component.
An additional prediction is that if adaptive radiation contains a strong phylogenetic signal, then the occupation of the temperate zone by birds occurred temporally as a stepwise evolutionary process of displacement in adaptive peaks away from an ancestral (tropical) state. Thus, only younger, more derived families would tend to occupy temperate regions. However, phylogenetic components of adaptive radiation are much lower than spatial ones for all the four environmental dimensions, except range in elevation. This suggests that niche evolution and adaptive radiation into the temperate zones by a passive diffusion process cannot be interpreted as a simple stepwise process in time. Rather, this indicates that it occurred independently multiple times during the evolution of birds, although shifts from lowlands to mountains have a small (but statistically significant) phylogenetic component, as discussed above. Low phylogenetic components of skewness, as calculated here, are also expected under strong processes of post-speciation range shifts, as a direct consequence of geographical range evolutionary lability (Diniz-Filho & Tôrres 2002; Gaston 2003) .
Our results are consistent with known spatial patterns of New World bird species richness for basal and derived clades (Gaston & Blackburn 1996; Ricklefs 2002; see also Jablonski 1991; McKenna & Farrell 2006) . Under a process dominated by adaptive radiation and clade-level niche conservatism, we would predict that: (i) basal clades reflect strongly their initial adaptive peak and have a clear latitudinal gradient in richness, and (ii) derived groups should have no clear spatial pattern, since species would be normally distributed around the new adaptive peaks outside the tropics. However, our previous analyses based on patterns of richness in derived and basal bird groups in the New World ; see also Gaston & Blackburn 1996) suggested an intermediate scenario, clearly supporting prediction (i), but not entirely prediction (ii). Although spatial autocorrelation analyses have indicated a less spatially structured pattern of species richness in the most derived groups, a tropical peak in richness still exists, albeit it is in the Andes (i.e. in cooler climates) rather than the warmer lowlands.
It is important to stress that we used here New World bird families as clades, which is not strictly correct, since many families have species outside of this region. ANSKEW is robust to this assumption (Wang 2001) , except if there is a systematic bias towards niche displacement in other regions of the world, biasing the within-family relative centroids. This error is expected to be low here, since the distribution of species in the New World covers a very broad latitudinal extent. We also assume that bird families defined by Sibley & Ahlquist (1990) are monophyletic, which is debatable, despite a relatively high agreement between alternative phylogenies at this taxonomic level (Barker et al. 2004) . Nevertheless, our results are stable to changes in phylogenetic definitions, since analyses repeated at the order level gave almost identical results. Alternatively, using genera as clades would strongly reduce sample sizes within groups and generate high errors in estimates of the coefficients of skewness ( g 1 ), providing less comparable within-clade components. In addition, deleting families with fewer than 20 species, as suggested by Maurer (1998) , generates a slightly conservative estimate of adaptive radiation, since some small families, such as Paridae, provide examples of this process, but were not included in our analysis owing to their low richness.
The simulations performed here showed that the ANSKEW method is capable of capturing variation in the parameters of our simulations according to the predictions, especially the changes in the components when increasing the tropical diversification parameter. Thus, we believe that this is a promising methodological approach for understanding species dynamics in the context of historical explanations for broad-scale richness gradients. Of course, because our simulations are very simple, it is not straightforward to directly associate the relative magnitudes of simulated and real components of ANSKEW and, under a pattern-oriented modelling framework (see Grimm et al. 2005) , to interpret these parameters in ecologically realistic way. Even so, the main point is that the simulation of the diversification processes according to the conceptual models of niche conservatism and adaptive radiation produced coherent results in ANSKEW, so our analysis of real data using this approach must truly reflect balances between these processes during bird diversification in New World.
Our approach indicates how broad-scale gradients in species richness have been generated by a balance between higher diversification rates in the tropics and adaptive radiation away from ancestral tropical conditions. However, it is intriguing that the strongest adaptive radiation component appears with respect to energy variables, which are commonly used to explain the climatic effects on diversity associated with higher diversification rates (Hawkins et al. 2003a,b; Currie et al. 2004) . According to our analyses, a correspondence between the species richness and temperature is probably determined by the maintenance of ancestral niches and broad shifts in adaptive shifts during birds' evolutionary history more than by faster rates of diversification owing to more available energy in tropical environments. 
